University of Graz
Institute for the Foundations of Law (Institut für Rechtswissenschaftliche Grundlagen)
Department of Comparative Analysis of Legal Political Systems
chaired by Professor Joseph Marko

Review of Central and East European Law and the book series Law in Eastern Europe

Workshop
Non-Recognized Entities in International and EU Law
Program

Wednesday, 27 November

During the day
Arrival of Participants / Hotel “Drei Raben”
Address: Annenstrasse 43, 8020 Graz
https://www.dreiraben.at/index.aspx

15:00-16:30
Round Table “Diversity Governance” with Stefan Oeter, Narine Ghazaryan and Joseph Marko (Uni Graz, see invitation)

19:00-21:30
Welcome Dinner at the Restaurant “Lendplatz!”
Address: Lendplatz 11, http://www.lendplatzl.at/
Meeting point: 18:45 at the hotel lobby

Thursday, 28 November

08:15
Meeting in hotel / lobby and Transfer to University

09:00 – 09:15
Opening of the Authors’ Workshop
Welcome address by Christoph Bezemek (Dean of the Graz Law School) and Joseph Marko (Institute of the Foundations of Law/Institute of Public Law and Political Science)

09:15 – 09:30
Welcome and Introduction by Benedikt Harzl and Roman Petrov

09:30 – 11:00
Benedikt Harzl, “Passportizatsiya revisited: Extraterritorial naturalization in the case of Abkhazia and South Ossetia”

Aistė Mickonytė, “EU citizenship in Light of Secessionist Movements in Europe”

Pau Bossacoma, “Catalonia under international and EU Law” (presented by Aistė Mickonytė)
11:00 – 11:15  
Coffee Break

11:15 – 12:15  
Jure Vidmar, “International organisations (UN) and non-recognised entities”

Peter Van Elsuwege, “The EU and its approach towards non-recognised entities” (working title)

12:15 – 14:00  
Lunch Break, Restaurant “Uni Eno”, Heinrichstrasse 49

14:00 – 15:30  
Roman Petrov, „The Legal systems of Donetsk/Lugansk Peoples Republics and their status under international and European Law”

Gaga Gabrichidze, “The Legal systems of Abkhazia and South Ossetia and their status under international and European Law”

Lucia Leontiev, “The Legal system of Transnistria and its status under international and European Law”

15:30 – 15:45  
Coffee Break

15:45 – 17:15  
Bill Bowring, “International law and non-recognised entities

Paul Kalinichenko, “The Russian Constitution and the legal status of the subjects of the federation”

Stefan Lorenzmeier, “Investment disputes in the annexed Crimea from perspective of international law”

17:15  
Joseph Marko, Benedikt Harzl, Roman Petrov and Aistė Mickonytė: Closing Remarks/Outlook/Publication Process

18:00  
Closing of the Workshop

18:30 – 19:30  
Christkindlmarkt / Glühwein in Graz City Centre

19:30 – 22:00  
Farewell Dinner at the Restaurant “Altsteirische Schmankerlstube” (Sackstraße 10)

Friday, 29 November  
Departure of non-RCEEL editorial board members

Editorial Board Meeting of the RCEEL

09:00  
Meeting Lobby of Hotel/Transfer to University

09:30 – 12:00  
Editorial Board Meeting of the RCEEL

12:00 – 13:30  
Lunch / Transfer to Airport